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Thank you, tinyML Strategic Partners, for committing to take tinyML to the next Level, together.
Executive Strategic Partners
The Leading Development Platform for Edge ML

edgeimpulse.com
Advancing AI research to make efficient AI ubiquitous

A platform to scale AI across the industry
Accelerate Your Edge Compute

SYNTIANT

Making Edge AI A Reality

www.syntiant.com
Platinum Strategic Partners
Renesas is enabling the next generation of AI-powered solutions that will revolutionize every industry sector.
Gold Strategic Partners
Witness potential made possible at analog.com.

Where what if becomes what is.
Easily deploy your tinyML solutions with Arduino Pro

arduino.cc/pro

Made In Italy
Arm AI Virtual Tech Talks

The latest in AI trends, technologies & best practices from Arm and our Ecosystem Partners.

Demos, code examples, workshops, panel sessions and much more!

Fortnightly Tuesday @ 4pm GMT/8am PT

Find out more: www.arm.com/techtalks
NEUROMORPHIC INTELLIGENCE FOR THE SENSOR-EDGE

www.innatera.com
The Right Edge AI Tools Can Make or Break Your Next Smart IoT Product

Analytics Toolkit Suite

AutoML

Data Collection

Tool & Validation

Code Generation

Version Control and Model Management

Team Collaboration

sensiml.com/tinyML
STMicroelectronics provides extensive solutions to make tiny Machine Learning easy
ENGINEERING EXCEPTIONAL EXPERIENCES

We engineer exceptional experiences for consumers in the home, at work, in the car, or on the go.

www.synaptics.com
Join Growing tinyML Communities:

**Meetup**

tinyML - Enabling ultra-low Power ML at the Edge

13.7k members in 47 Groups in 39 Countries

**LinkedIn**

The tinyML Community
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13694488/

3.5k members & 11.3k followers
Subscribe to tinyML YouTube Channel for updates and notifications (including this video)
www.youtube.com/tinyML
The tinyML Research Symposium 2023 will be held in conjunction with the tinyML Summit. The Research Symposium is the premier annual gathering of senior level technical experts and decision makers representing fast growing global tinyML community.

Call for Summit 2023 nomination awards is open now!
Nominations - Best Product of the Year, Best Innovation of the Year, Best Paper
https://www.tinylm.org/news/summit-2023-awards

- Sponsorships@tinyML.org
- In-person event
- Contact: bette@tinyML.org
EMEA 2023 Call for Presentations is open now:
https://www.tinyml.org/news/emea-2023-call-for-presentations

Abstract due - February 28, 2023
Author notification - March 10, 2023

More sponsorships are available: sponsorships@tinyML.org
Reminders

Slides & Videos will be posted tomorrow

tinyml.org/forums  youtube.com/tinyml

Please use the Q&A window for your questions
Eric Sondhi

Eric is the Sr. Manager for Arm Virtual Hardware Go-To-Market in the IoT line of Business. Eric works with Arm's lead partners, SoC designers, and Software developers around the world to employ state-of-the-art simulation, modeling, and virtual prototype solutions for early SoC architecture and design, early software development, and system & software performance analysis.
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Talk Overview

- Overview of Arm Virtual Hardware (AVH)
- Enabling Embedded CI/CD & MLOps Use Cases with AVH
- AVH Integrations through Partnership with the Arm Ecosystem
Cloud-native Development

A Modern Paradigm to build & deliver Cloud-enabled Applications

Complex Software updates are deployed regularly with Scalable DevOps, MLOps, & CI/CD
A diverse range of IoT & Embedded Developers

...and their challenges to unlocking the potential of the cloud

Embedded Microcontroller Developers

- No scalability with physical hardware

Cloud-native Developers

- Hard to run on end devices

![Diagram showing ML trained in the cloud and binary image deployment for devices fleet.](image-url)
Revolutionizing IoT Software Development

Reduces barriers to entry
Enabling more global developers to access silicon and development

Faster time to market
Accelerates application development for the IoT market

Scalable performance
Supports enterprise-class DevOps & MLOps integration testing
What is **arm** Virtual Hardware?

+ **Virtual**, functional representation of a physical hardware
+ **Cloud-native** - runs and scales easily in the cloud
+ **Suitable for all IoT workloads** from MCUs through to Intelligent Edges
+ **No dependency** on RTL or silicon availability

![Diagram of Virtual Hardware and IoT applications on Cloud infrastructure](image-url)
Enabling Developers To Scale Today and Build the Future

Across the Arm & IoT Product Lifecycle

AVH for Cortex-M Processors

AVH for Arm Total Solutions for IoT

AVH for 3rd Party Ecosystem Boards

Keyword Recognition
- Cortex-M55
- Ethos-U55
- Corstone-300

Voice Recognition
- Cortex-M85
- Ethos-U55
- Corstone-310

Cloud-Native Edge Device
- Cortex-A35
- Cortex-M3
- Corstone-1000

STM32U5 Discovery Kit

i.MX 8m Plus

Raspberry Pi
Arm Virtual Hardware Demo: Application Development in the Cloud
IDE development
Local installation

Keil MDK with:
- Interactive Debug and Trace Views
- Arm Compiler
- Arm Virtual Hardware

Create and Debug

Test Automation
CI development

Cloud Service with:
- Arm Virtual Hardware
- Arm Compiler
- Compatible build tools

Version Control System
Code Repository

Developer 1
Local Builds
Developer 2
Local Builds
Developer ‘n’
Local Builds

Developer 1
Local Debug
Developer 2
Local Debug
Developer ‘n’
Local Debug

Multiple Builds
Regression
Tests
Verification
Results
Development Workflow (exemplified with GitHub Actions)

1. **Local development**: use a classic embedded toolchain such as Keil MDK and with Arm Virtual Hardware Target for MCU simulation. A GitHub repository is used as a source code management system for synchronization, storage and version control.

2. **CI pipeline setup**: a GitHub Action implements the CI pipeline that gets triggered on every code update in the target repository.

3. **CI execution**: automated program build and testing with cloud-based Arm Virtual Hardware; results reported back to repository.

4. **Failure analysis and local debug**: developer can observe the CI test results. Failures can be reproduced and debugged locally.

![Diagram of Development Workflow](github.com/ARM-software/AVH-GetStarted)
Use case: Machine learning operations
The Entire Arm Ecosystem Can Leverage AVH
MLOps use case

Arm Virtual Hardware Farm

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Best model
Try Arm Virtual Hardware

- Contact eric.sondhi@arm.com to learn more

- Sign up for AVH Private beta:
  https://avh.arm.com

- Try AVH integration with GitHub Actions:
  https://resources.github.com/arm-github-actions-beta/

- Qeexo AutoML Integration:
  https://qeexo.tdk.com
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